TOP during Online Learning

This quarter TOP has had the opportunity to help students grow, learn, and create projects virtually.

In addition to TOP Google Classroom activities, students have been able to engage in daily TOP Instagram activities, 1-1 phone and video check ins, weekly TOP Club Google Meets, and TOP Lunch Bunches twice a week where students can find connection over lunch on Google Meet! Students have learned mindfulness techniques through guided meditations, online coloring pages, and breathing activities. They have also participated in a Kahoot to learn myths and facts about the Coronavirus. Students have also explored their opinions about social media and created projects to support their community during this hard time. We are so happy that TOP can continue during online learning!

CSL Projects

Students in TOP have not let up in their participation in Community Service Learning projects! Students have been playing academic games on Freerice.com to earn food donations that are sent all over the world to people in need. Young people have also joined with the NFL’s My Cause My Cleats movement by designing shoes to advocate about causes that are important to them. Others have made cards to send to seniors they met on the field trip to senior centers last fall.
Connecting on the ‘Gram!

Students engage in daily Instagram activities such as Questions of the Day, Jokes of the Week, Selfie Stories, Polls, and Dance Challenges!

Follow us @ TOP_JohnsonWabash